

What is an abscess?
An abscess is an accumulation of white blood cells, liquefied
tissue and cell debris (pus) usually in association with bacteria and/or a foreign body.
How do they develop?
Most commonly as a result of a penetrating injury, however
in the foot they can be caused by infection of the white line
via small cracks in the foot when they become overly dry or
larger cracks occur when hooves aren’t correctly trimmed.
The horse’s immune system sends vast numbers of white
blood cells and inflammatory chemicals which cause a buildup of fluid and the death of surrounding tissue, resulting in
a hole which fills with pus and lined by a fibrous capsule.
This causes a build-up of pressure, which mostly presents as
swelling, however in the foot, the rigid hoof capsule cannot
expand exacerbating the pain caused by this pressure. Other cardinal signs of this inflammation include heat, redness,
pain and loss of function.

If the horse isn’t progressing as expected, or we have been
unable to locate the abscess despite poulticing, it may be
 Occasionally swelling of the lower limb
necessary to take x-rays of the foot. This will allow the vet
Farrier or vet?
to see where to pare away the hoof to allow drainage, or
If you strongly suspect a foot abscess then either will be see if it is interacting with structures inside the hoof.
able to check the foot for you, however if you are unsure, Can’t we just give them antibiotics?
then a vet will be able to investigate further.
No! Generally it is much better to allow the abscess to
Diagnosis
brew, and become large and mature enough to drain. Once
If shod, the shoe will be removed so the whole foot can be draining, there are some circumstances your vet will start
antibiotics, such as if the infection appears to be affecting
checked
further up the limb, or x-rays show evidence the pedal bone
Hoof testers compress individual areas of the foot to high- may be involved.
light the focal area of pain
My horse is really lame, surely it needs bute?
The sole is pared away to look for tracts and hopefully reAgain, as with the anti-biotics, it is best to avoid antilease pus.
inflammatories such as bute or Metacam, so the abscess
Often if the abscess isn’t ready, we won’t be able to release comes to a head as quickly as possible. There are situations
the pus straight away
where they may need to be given, but always check with
your vet first.
Treatment
Potential softening/pain at coronary band

The aim is to soften the sole enough to allow drainage of Abscesses elsewhere
the abscess. This can be done with a combination of tubbing Generally the same rules apply to external abscesses over
the foot in warm salty water (if your horse will tolerate it!), the rest of the body, however they are much harder to
followed by applying a hot wet poultice. It can take a couple poultice, but much easier to drain! It is always sensible to
of days for the pus to burst out, but once it’s flowing, gener- get a vet to check an abscess site, just in case it’s associated
ally we recommend a hot wet poultice to draw out the pus, with an underlying structure.
changed at least twice daily for 3 days, followed by a dry
FOOT ABSCESSES
one, followed by packing of the hole. It is important to wait
for the drainage to finish before packing it so a pocket of
Clinical Signs
pus isn’t left inside the hoof. We may also recommend
 Severe lameness, either sudden onset or increasing
flushing the hole with an anti-septic but that is caseover a few days
dependant.
 Heat in foot
The vet will also check that your horse is up to date with its
 Prominent digital pulse
tetanus vaccination, and if not, may administer tetanus anti
-toxin, as any penetrative injuries increase the risk of teta Reaction to hoof testers (not always)
nus toxins entering the body.
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 Discolouration of the sole (not always)

